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Cinderella and the Seven Dwarfs
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Cinderella and the Seven Dwarfs

Scene 1 (The Evil Queen's Chambers.)

{The EVIL QUEEN stands before the MIRROR in a dimly lit and gloomy set.}

Evil Queen: Mirror, Mirror, answer in time, why do we always speak in rhyme?

Mirror: My dear Queen, I cannot say, but I might know the answer some other day.

Evil Queen: Then Mirror, I shall give you an easier task, and ask the question I always ask: Mirror, Mirror, on the stand, who's the fairest of the land?

Mirror: Since my Queen, you're having a bad hair day; I can't say the answer you want me to say. Snow White has now passed you in beauty. I spoke the truth; it was my duty. 'Tis beauty from the inside that does matter, nobody cares that you've gotten fatter. My dear Queen, I must have offended you. I am very sorry, but it is true. {Disappears.}

Evil Queen: Oh! You stupid Mirror! How dare you insult me like that! I will not take insults from a mirror. Seriously, I guess I have put on some weight recently, but that shouldn't matter. Snow White is prettier than me? Ahh! This is not fair! I've worked so hard to be the most beautiful! How will I ever become the fairest of the land again? Hmmmm… I've got it! No, it's just too easy, just too easy, but it will work. It has to work! {Rings a bell and the SERVANT enters stage right.}

Servant: Yes my Queen?

Evil Queen: Send for the Huntsman, I would like to speak with him.

Servant: As you wish my Queen. {S/he exits stage right, then reenters with the HUNTSMAN.}

Huntsman: My Queen, I came as soon as I heard that you called for me. {SERVANT exits right.}

Evil Queen: Very good. I have a "job" that I need taking care of right away, and I want you to do it.

Huntsman: What's that?

Evil Queen: I want you to kill Snow White.

Huntsman: What?

Evil Queen: You heard what I said; I do not need to repeat it.

Huntsman: But why me?

Evil Queen: Because you are the Huntsman! How stupid could one be? You kill things.
Huntsman: Yeah, I kill animals, not humans.

Evil Queen: Humans are animals you fool! What do you think we are? Plants? Now do as I say and kill Snow White.

Huntsman: I won't.

Evil Queen: Then you are fired.

Huntsman: What?

Evil Queen: No wait, I won't fire you.

Huntsman: Thank you, my Queen. Thank y-

Evil Queen: You shall be executed instead.

Huntsman: What?

Evil Queen: You heard me. You shall be sent to the guillotine first thing in the morning, unless...

Huntsman: Unless what?

Evil Queen: You kill Snow White.

Huntsman: When would you like me to do that?

Evil Queen: Either she dies tomorrow, or you do. It is your choice.

Huntsman: Then I guess it will be her. Umm, now do you need any proof that she's dead?

Evil Queen: What do you mean?

Huntsman: I don't know… would you like me to bring back her heart or something?

Evil Queen: No! That is just disgusting! And I wouldn't want any evidence supporting that she was murdered like that lying around the palace either.

Huntsman: So you don't want me to bring back her liver or-

Evil Queen: No! No, no, no! That's just awful! Why do you think I want her internal organs? If I wanted you to bring back proof I would ask for something not so messy... Like her hand.

Huntsman: So you want me to bring back her hand then?

Evil Queen: No! Now please, Huntsman, when you kill her, do it in the forest so it will be out of my kingdom. You know, so it doesn't look suspicious.

Huntsman: Yes, my Queen.
Evil Queen: Now remember, it's either her head or yours.

Huntsman: So you want me to bring back her head to you?

Evil Queen: No! Now get out!

Scene 2  *(The Forest.)*

*(The HUNTSMAN and SNOW WHITE enter into the woods.)*

Snow White: Now tell me, Huntsman, why did you bring me here?

Huntsman: So I can kill you- I mean, So I can kill you *something for dinner*, Snow White.

Snow White: Then why did I have to come with you?

Huntsman: The Queen wanted you to.

Snow White: Why?

Huntsman: I would... not know.

Snow White: You have been acting strange all morning; it’s as though you’re going to kill me, or something.

Huntsman: Ah well... Actually...

Snow White: You *are* going to kill me! But why?

Huntsman: The Queen wants you dead.

Snow White: So you're going to kill me?

Huntsman: Well yes, it did seem like the right choice at the time, it was either you or me…

Snow White: Murderer!

Huntsman: I am not a murderer. Well... at least not yet anyway... *(Draws sword.)* Now hold still.

Snow White: I will not hold still and let you kill me!

Huntsman: Oh good, here. *(Offers SNOW WHITE his sword.)* Kill yourself. I hate the sight of blood.

Snow White: I will not kill myself.
Huntsman: Gees girl, make up your mind. Now if you won't kill yourself, I'll have to kill you.

Snow White: Why?

Huntsman: The Queen wants you dead.

Snow White: Why can't she kill me herself?

Huntsman: So she wouldn't get in trouble for killing you. You know, murder is illegal.

Snow White: So you're going to take the blame for her?

Huntsman: Well... Actually... Yes! Oh my! The Queen was going to let me get in trouble for her evil doings!

Snow White: Are you still going to kill me?

Huntsman: No, I guess not.

Snow White: What are you going to tell the Queen?

Huntsman: Oh, I'll tell her that you're dead.

Snow White: But that's a lie.

Huntsman: Well would you like it to be the truth?

Snow White: Oh no no, a little lie isn't that bad.

Scene 3 (Cinderella's House.)

{The two STEP SISTERS are sitting at opposite ends of the stage while they call for CINDERELLA. CINDERELLA runs between the two of them trying to do everything at once.}

Stepsister 1: Cinderella! Cinderella, come here!

Stepsister 2: No Cinderella, come here!

Stepsister 1: No, here!

Stepsister 2: Here!

Evil Stepmother: {Enters stage right.} Girls, girls, please don’t yell! I can hear you in the other room!

Stepsisters: Sorry, Mother.
Evil Stepmother: Thank you girls. Now Cinderella, I need you to sweep up the floor, it's just disgusting.

Cinderella: But mother, I-

Evil Stepmother: Don't you talk back to me, now get started!

Cinderella: Yes, mother. *EVIL STEPMOTHER exits stage right.*

Stepsister 1: Cinderella! I'm waiting! I need you to come and fix my hair! It's an awful mess!

Stepsister 2: You've got that right!

Stepsister 1: Hey!

Stepsister 2: Cinderella, I need you to help me with my dress.

Stepsister 1: Nothing in this world could help that sad excuse of a dress. Now Cinderella-

Stepsister 2: Cinderella-

Stepsister 1: Cinderella-

Evil Stepmother: *From off stage,* Cinderella! Have you finished sweeping yet?

Cinderella: No, I haven't, I-

Evil Stepmother: *Enters stage right,* Well get to it!

Stepsister 2: But Mother, I need Cinderella to fix my dress.

Stepsister 1: But I need her to fix my hair!

Evil Stepmother: Girls, please, we have plenty of time before the ball. I'm sure that your hair and dresses will be fixed before we leave. Cinderella, come here.

Cinderella: What is it, mother?

Evil Stepmother: It looks as though you’ve had a hard day. Is that true?

Cinderella: Well I’ve been trying to get your daughters ready for the Prince’s ball tonight all day. You told me that they should be the most beautiful ones there. And well... It’s been a very difficult task. And in the mean time, I’ve been sorting out the seeds like you asked me too. I made breakfast and lunch, and I’m trying to get tea ready.

Stepsister 2: Aw, poor baby!

Evil Stepmother: Oh, so you have had a very busy day, Cinderella. Now come here, sit down next to me. *She pushes the STEPSISTER that is sitting in the chair on the floor.* Are you comfortable?
Cinderella: Yes, very much, thank you. Oh, mother, do you think that maybe I could go to the ball tonight? *STEPSISTERS laugh.*

Stepsister 2: Don't be ridiculous, Cinderella.

Stepsister 1: Yes Cinderella, now quit daydreaming, and help me with my hair.

Evil Stepmother: Now don't be so mean girls. Cinderella can go to the ball. I think that she deserves to go, considering all of the work she’s been doing around here.

Cinderella: Oh really, mother?

Stepsisters: What?

Evil Stepmother: Only if you finish helping your stepsisters.

Cinderella: Well I’ve already helped them as much as I can. There really isn’t anything else I can do.

Evil Stepmother: Well then I guess that you can go. Oh wait! What is this? A spot on the table? Oh surely my eyes must be deceiving me. Cinderella, you wouldn’t happen to know how this came to be, considering that you were to clean the house.

Cinderella: But I didn’t clean the house.

Evil Stepmother: What? You didn’t clean the house? And I was going to let you go to the ball? See the thanks I get! Well, since you didn’t do what you were supposed to do, I can forbid you from going to the Prince’s ball.

Cinderella: Oh no mother, please don’t do that. I really want to go.

Evil Stepmother: Oh you do? Then I suppose I can let you go… After you finish cleaning the house.

Cinderella: But I'll never finish before it is time to leave!

Evil Stepmother: Don't protest! If it's not good enough for you, you can just stay home. *STEPSISTERS laugh.*

Stepsister 1: Ha, ha, Cinderella can't go to the ball!

Evil Stepmother: Girls are you ready to go yet? We can't keep the Prince waiting.

Stepsisters: Yes, Mother. *EVIL STEPMOTHER and STEPSISTERS cross to stage left.*

Evil Stepmother: Don't forget Cinderella, this house has to be cleaned from top to bottom. *EVIL STEPMOTHER and STEPSISTERS exit out the door. CINDERELLA then sits center stage, feeling sorry for herself when there is a knock at the door. She gets up to answer it.*

Cinderella: Hello?
Snow White: [Standing in the door.] Hello, may I come in?

Cinderella: I suppose so, but do I know you? {SNOW WHITE enters stage left.}

Snow White: Actually no, I wouldn't imagine that you would, but I need a place to stay for a while.

Cinderella: I do not mean to be rude, but why?

Snow White: I'm very tired. May I sit down for a moment?

Cinderella: Yes, have a seat here. {SNOW WHITE sits.} Oh, are your feet clean? I really do not want any more work to do.

Snow White: {Checking the bottom of her shoes.} My feet are clean; I didn't bring any dirt in. Are you okay? Have you had a bad day? You look as though you've been crying.

Cinderella: Well, there is this ball tonight, and my Stepmother wouldn't let me go, but she let her two daughters go. I'd imagine because she is desperate to marry them off, but I have to stay home and clean.

Snow White: You think that's bad? My Stepmother hired someone to kill me!

Cinderella: I can see that he didn't do a very good job. So, who’s your Stepmother?

Snow White: The Queen.

Cinderella: So you're a princess?

Snow White: {Stands up and bows dramatically.} Yes, I am Princess Snow White.

Cinderella: Snow White? That is an interesting name.

Snow White: I know, isn't it? Well... What's your name?

Cinderella: Cinderella.

Snow White: Cinderella?

Cinderella: Yes.

Snow White: Can I call you Cindy?

Cinderella: Well I suppose so...

Snow White: So Cindy, you have to stay home and clean while your sisters are at a party?

Cinderella: Stepsisters.

Snow White: All right... Well why don't you go to the ball, and I'll stay here and clean the house for you.
Cinderella: Um... Snow White, that sounds great, but, as you can see, I am not quite dressed for the occasion.

Snow White: Then go change.

Cinderella: These are the nicest clothes that I have.

Snow White: Really? Oh that's awful. Then just take one of your stepsister's dresses?

Cinderella: Well I wouldn't exactly say that either one of them is my size.

Snow White: All right, then I guess we can wait around for your Fairy God Mother or something.

Cinderella: Ha, ha. Very funny, you know, as well I as do, that there is no such thing as a Fairy God Mother.

Snow White: Then what do you suggest we do? *(There is a knock at the door)*

Cinderella: Who could that be?

Snow White: How would I know? I don't live here. *(There is another knock at the door.)*

Cinderella: *(Answers the door.*) Hello?

Salesperson: *(S/he tries to enter stage left through the door.*) Hello, I'm here with the F. G. M. Traveling Tailor Company, and I- *(CINDERELLA slams the door in his/her face.)*

Snow White: What did you do that for?

Cinderella: S/he's a salesperson.

Snow White: So? S/he's with a tailor company. *(Opens the door.*) Yes?

Salesperson: Yes, as I was saying, I'm with the-

Snow White: Oh! I don't care. Now tell me, what are you selling?

Salesperson: Shirts and ribbons and stockings and trousers and-

Snow White: Do you have any dresses?

Salesperson: Dresses? Of course I have dresses. I have dresses of all colours and sizes and-

Snow White: Do you have anything that would fit her?

Salesperson: Of course I have dress that would fit her. I have the latest fall fashion, it is the most beautiful shade of blue-

Snow White: Let me see.
Salesperson: Well, I'll just go get it out of my carriage. Be back in a flash. {Exits.}

Cinderella: Are you sure we should be talking to him/her?

Snow White: Where else do you plan on getting a dress on such short notice?

Salesperson: {Appears again with a dress.} Well here you are ma'am. {Hands SNOW WHITE the dress.} Now would you also be interested in purchasing- {SNOW WHITE slams the door shut.}

Cinderella: This is really great, but aren't you going to pay him/her?

Snow White: Here, I'll just slip some money under the door, and maybe s/he will leave. {Slides money under the door.} There, you have everything you need, now go get dressed.

Cinderella: Oh, but I don't have any decent shoes.

Snow White: Shoes? {Takes off her shoes.} Here, take mine.

Cinderella: {Looking them over.} Will they fit?

Snow White: I believe that they will.

Cinderella: But they're glass!

Snow White: I know, but they're so comfortable. They are my favorite shoes.

Cinderella: Really? I wouldn't imagine that glass shoes would be too comfortable.

Snow White: Well they are, and you should start getting ready, otherwise it will be midnight before you even get there!

Scene 4  (Ball Room.)

{There are several PRINCES and PRINCESSES dancing. The STEPSISTERS and EVIL STEPMOTHER are standing stage right.}

Stepsister 2: Well, my dear Sister, I can say that I am the most beautiful one here.

Stepsister 1: Beautiful what? Gorilla? No sister, I am the most beautiful woman here.

Stepsister 2: You wish! I am the most beautiful one, and the Prince is going to fall in love with me.

Stepsister 1: Oh I highly doubt it! After Halloween’s over and you take off your mask, the Prince will realize how ugly you are, he will then fall in love with me, and marry me!

Stepsister 2: I'm sorry to say, dear Sister, but you have a laugh that could wake the dead!

Stepsister 1: Say it; don't spray it! No man would ever fall in love with you if he ever
talked to you because when you speak you spit all over the person you’re talking to:

**Stepsister 2:** Oh yeah? Well if I-

**Evil Stepmother:** Girls! Please don’t make a scene. If you do, the Prince won’t fall in love with either one of you.

**Stepsisters:** Yes, Mother.

**Evil Stepmother:** Now girls, both of you are equally beautiful, and you are both equally charming. And it will be a hard enough decision for the Prince to choose between the two of you. Now please, for the sake of the Prince, don’t fight; it will just make his decision harder.

**Stepsisters:** Yes, Mother.

**Evil Stepmother:** Now if you will excuse me girls, I am going to speak to the Queen to see if I can arrange for you to meet the Prince. *Goes to speak with the GOOD QUEEN.*

**Prince 1:** *He crosses to center stage to speak with PRINCE 2.* Hello.

**Prince 2:** Hi… Nice party.

**Prince 1:** Don’t thank me; thank my Mother.

**Prince 2:** Why?

**Prince 1:** She is the one who planned and arranged this ball.

**Prince 2:** Really? Is this part of her elaborate plan to find you a wife?

**Prince 1:** Yes... Isn't my Mother great?

**Prince 2:** Well... If you think this is bad, my Mother invites princesses to our castle to stay the night. Then she puts them in a room with a bed that almost reaches the ceiling because there are 100 mattresses stacked up. Then, underneath all of the mattresses there is a pea.

**Prince 1:** Cooked or raw?

**Prince 2:** I don’t know.

**Prince 1:** But why does it have to be a pea?

**Prince 2:** Well, my Mother believes that if a girl is a true princess she will be able to feel the pea through all of the 100 mattresses.

**Prince 1:** Why does it have to be so many?

**Prince 2:** I have no idea at all, but my Mother finally stopped inviting princesses over after I asked what would happen if one of the princesses rolled over and fell off of the bed.

**Prince 1:** Now if only I could get out of this.
Prince 2: Well... You're only supposed to find a potential wife tonight.

Prince 1: I have to choose a wife tonight. And when the clock strikes midnight, I have to be engaged.

Prince 2: Ohh, that's pretty bad.

Prince 1: I know.

Prince 2: Have you singled anyone out yet?

Prince 1: No, but I-

Prince 2: Well why don’t you start dancing instead of standing here talking to me? I may be wearing tights, but I am certainly not interested. Here, why don’t you dance with her? {Points to CINDERELLA, who is stage left.}

Prince 1: Who?

Prince 2: {Points again,} Her.

Prince 1: All right. {Walks over to CINDERELLA,} Hi, uh, may I have this dance?

Cinderella: Of course. {Dances with PRINCE 1.} This is a very nice ball.

Prince 1: Thank you.

Cinderella: I do not mean to be rude, but why are you having one?

Prince 1: My Mother wants me to get married.

Cinderella: Really?

Prince 1: Yes... Rather strange, huh?

Cinderella: I'd have to agree. I know that my mother would never do anything like this for me... So, when do you have to choose a bride?

Prince 1: Midnight.

Cinderella: Midnight tonight? Oh. I don't mean to be intruding on your personal business, but have you chosen anyone yet?

Prince 1: No.

Cinderella: Oh, well I have a suggestion, do you see those two girls over there that are arguing?

Prince 1: Those ugly, annoying-

Cinderella: Yes those two, may I suggest that you don’t even talk to either one?
Prince 1: Why? Do you know them?

Cinderella: Unfortunately yes.

Prince 1: What are they like? They look self centered and egotistical.

Cinderella: That's exactly what they are.

Prince 1: Well I am afraid that most of the ladies here are the same.

Cinderella: Self-centered?

Prince 1: Yes, most royalty is.

Cinderella: Are you?

Prince 1: No... Well at least I do not believe that I am.

Cinderella: You seem like you are not.

Prince 1: Thank you. {He steps on CINDERELLA's foot, and they stop dancing.}

Cinderella: Ouch! You stepped on my foot!

Prince 1: I'm sorry. I'm not a very good dancer.

Cinderella: That's all right, but, oh no! {Takes off her shoe.} I broke her shoe.

Prince 1: Whose shoe?

Cinderella: It belongs to a friend of mine. Oh, and these were her favourite shoes too.

Prince 1: Oh, well here, give me your shoe; I can get it fixed for you.

Cinderella: {Hands PRINCE 1 her shoe.} Thank you, that would be wonderful. Now, if you don't mind, I'm going to sit down since I can't dance anymore.

Prince 1: That's all right. {Puts the shoe away.}

Stepsister 1: Oh look, the Prince isn't dancing with anyone.

Stepsister 2: Then I will dance with him!

Stepsister 1: No! It will be me!

Stepsister 2: No, me!

Stepsister 1: Me!

Evil Stepmother: Girls, don't shout! It's not lady like!

Stepsisters: Yes, Mother.
Evil Stepmother: Now girls, the only logical way to determine who will dance with the Prince first is to let the eldest daughter decide.

Stepsister 1: Then I choose me!

Stepsister 2: Mother!

Evil Stepmother: She is older... Now Dear, try not to embarrass yourself.

Stepsister 1: Why Mother, I would never! I only have to laugh my oh so charming laugh, and the Prince will fall madly in love with me. {Laughs.}

Evil Stepmother: No, no Dear, please stop.

Stepsister 1: What?

Evil Stepmother: Your laugh is charming, but don't laugh in front of the Prince.

Stepsister 1: Why not, Mother?

Evil Stepmother: Well, maybe you should...Umm...Maybe you should save your laugh for a special occasion.

Stepsister 1: Oh yes, yes, Mother. {Walks over to PRINCE 1} Hello. {She dances with PRINCE 1.}

Prince 1: Hello. Do I know you?

Stepsister 1: Oh no. But you can get to know me.

Prince 1: That's quite all right. {STEPSISTER 1 laughs.} Excuse me? Why are you laughing? What's so funny?

Stepsister 1: Why you are, silly! {Laughs.}

Prince 1: {He stops dancing,} I'm going to sit down for a while.

Stepsister 1: But the song isn't over yet.

Prince 1: But these past 2 minutes with you seemed like 2 years have passed.

Stepsister 1: Oh all right. {Returns to EVIL STEPMOTHER.} Mother, Mother, the Prince is going to marry me!

Evil Stepmother: Did he really say so?

Stepsister 1: Well no, but I could see it in his eyes he just-

Stepsister 2: Now I get to dance with the Prince!

Evil Stepmother: Now Dear, when you go to dance with the Prince I don't want you to talk.
Evil Stepmother: {Wiping spit from her face.} Well Dear, it will make the moment seem, umm… More mysterious.

Stepsister 2: More mysterious? Absolutely splendid! {She walks over to PRINCE 1.}

Prince 1: Oh, hello. {Dances with STEPSISTER 2 and pauses between each sentence to try and get her to reply.} Are you ignoring me? You know, if you keep ignoring me, I am going to have to stop dancing with you. I'm serious. I will stop dancing. I mean it. All right, that's it, I'm done.

Stepsister 2: Please! This is such a special moment! Please don't stop! {They stop.}

Prince 1: {Wipes spit off of his face.} Eww. I'm going to get a tissue, goodbye.

Stepsister 2: But the song hasn’t stopped yet!

Prince 1: Trust me, I'll never forget the short time that we danced together. No matter how hard I try, I will never be able to forget. {STEPSISTER 2 returns to EVIL STEPMOTHER, and PRINCE 1 returns to PRINCE 2.} Do you have a tissue?

Cinderella: I'm sorry, I don't.

Prince 2: Here, I do.

Prince 1: Thank you. That one girl just spit all over me! And that other girl, her laugh was just so, just so... Well that girl should not be allowed to laugh. I am sorry for leaving so soon, but I have to go wash my face.

Cinderella: Goodbye. {PRINCE 1 exits.}

Prince 2: Would you care to dance?

Cinderella: Oh I would dearly love to, but my shoe is broken and the Prince has it so he can get it fixed… Because he is the one who broke it.

Prince 2: Did he step on your foot?

Cinderella: Yes.

Prince 2: He is clumsy, isn't he? But that's all right, he’s a good guy… His one flaw is that he has a hard time standing up for himself; he needs to find a wife that will do that for him.

Cinderella: Are you a friend of his?

Prince 2: Yes, I live in the next kingdom over.

Cinderella: So then you would be royalty?

Prince 2: Of course, why else would I be wearing this stupid crown?
Cinderella: I wouldn't know, maybe it makes you feel special?

Prince 2: Well, actually it does.

Cinderella: Do you know what time it is?

Prince 2: Why it's almost midnight.

Cinderella: Oh my! I am terribly sorry for leaving so soon, but I must go. I shouldprobably say something like "see you soon," but it is most likely that I won't. Farewell. {Exits.}

Scene 5  (Cinderella's House.)

{SNOW WHITE is cleaning when CINDERELLA enters stage left.}

Snow White: Oh good. You're back. I was wondering when you would-

Cinderella: Oh, I had such a splendid time. I just wish that-

Snow White: Cindy, I would love to hear about your night, but you really must go change before your stepmother and stepsisters come home. {CINDERELLA exits stage right.} And come up with a reason on why I’m here… {STEPSISTERS and EVIL STEPMOTHER enter stage right.}

Stepsister 1: Well I must say that it was very rude of the Prince not to pick a bride!

Stepsister 2: Yes, that was very rude. I can't believe that he would have pulled a stunt like that!

Evil Stepmother: Girls, it wasn't your fault that he- Hey, who are you?

Snow White: Me?

Evil Stepmother: Of course you! Who else would I be talking to, the three little pigs?

Snow White: Well... I...

Evil Stepmother: You're not one of Cinderella's friends, are you? Oh! We leave the house for one night and she throws a party of her own because she couldn't come with us. Cinderella!

Snow White: Oh, no no no no. This isn't Cinderella's fault.

Stepsister 1: Then whose fault is it?

Snow White: Would you believe it’s San Andres’ fault? {The EVIL STEP MOTHERstares blankly.} All right, there is no one to blame.
Stepsister 2: Then what are you doing here?
Stepsister 1: And so late at night! Why, it's after midnight.
Evil Stepmother: Who are you?
Snow White: Well... I am... I am a princess.
Stepsister 1: Oh a princess.
Stepsister 2: Do you have a brother?
Stepsister 1: How old is he?
Stepsister 2: Is he handsome?
Stepsister 1: How rich is your family?
Stepsister 2: Can you introduce me to your brother?
Stepsister 1: No, introduce me!
Stepsister 2: Me!
Evil Stepmother: Girls, girls, let the princess speak.
Snow White: I am quite sorry, but I do not have a brother.
Stepsisters: Awwwww.
Stepsister 1: Then what are you doing here?
Stepsister 2: Yeah? Is there a reason you're here?
Snow White: Oh... But, but I do have two male cousins.
Stepsisters: Princes!
Snow White: Yes... And they are of the age of marriage... My aunt decided that I, that I, should go and visit ladies who would care to marry one of my two handsome cousins.
Stepsisters: Ohhhh.
Evil Stepmother: But why are you visiting people so late at night?
Snow White: Well... I... I have been traveling... And, I was... I was helping Cinderella clean
Stepsister 1: A princess clean?
Stepsister 2: You must be joking.
Snow White: I can assure you that I am not.
Stepsister 2: Not what? Not a princess? So you lied to us?
Stepsister 1: How could you?
Snow White: I didn’t lie. I really am a princess.
Evil Stepmother: Excuse me, Princess, but what is your name?
Snow White: Ummm...
Evil Stepmother: Well?
Snow White: Um, Rapunzel?
Stepsister 1: Rapunzel? What kind of a name is that?
Stepsister 2: Hey! Remember? She's a Princess. \(\text{CINDERELLA enters stage right.}\)
Stepsister 1: Cinderella, you didn't tell me that you knew a princess.
Cinderella: Well I didn't, not until today anyway.

Scene 6 \((\text{Cinderella's House.})\)
Cinderella: I can't believe that my Step Sisters actually believed your story about you trying to find wives for your cousins, Snow- I mean Rapunzel.
Snow White: Shh, your Evil Stepmother is coming.
Evil Stepmother: \(\text{Enters from stage right.}\) Cinderella! Cinderella, I need you to go into the forest and get some apples.
Cinderella: But I don't believe that there are any apple trees in the-
Evil Stepmother: Don't stand there making excuses. Go!
Cinderella: Yes, mother.
Evil Stepmother: And I don't want to see you back here with out at least one dozen.
Cinderella: Yes, mother.
Evil Stepmother: Rapunzel, you will be going with her, won’t you?
Snow White: Of course I would. Do you honestly think I’d want to stay here?
Evil Stepmother: Very well then, goodbye. \(\text{SNOW WHITE and CINDERELLA exit stage left.}\) And you better have at least one dozen apples!
To read the rest, please purchase the script.